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Firstly,  the customer agress with both Uber locally & UBER BV, a Netherlands 
company,  which provides part of the service (expressley that part is set out  
not to be for transportation, but for charging & providing the software 
nesessary to use the whole srvice).

That part s agreed (in English) as a Netherlands contract, this is allowed 
under EU law. BUT a court / arbitrator MUST of it’s own volition consider 
firstly if that is  ‘fair’. It is vanashingly unlikely that the provision would stand; 
UK samll claims courts are so cheap, accesible and useable. Who can acess a 
foreign arbitrator?

Secondly “PHV licencing” also encompasses the matters set oput in the 1976 
Act  but  also the general law; “Trading Standards” have to be upheld see:

SI 2008/1277 CONSUMER PROTECTION FROM UNFAIR 
TRADING REGULATIONS 2008 as amended

These Regulations implement Directive 2005/29 subject to 
substantial amendment.

These regulations are enforced  in the jurisdiction and relate (regardless of 
the ‘jurisdiction’ clause) to arrangements made here; most of the regulations 
have criminal sanctions actionable in this jurisdiction  which must be 
investigated here.

Thirdly; the local operating company is the alter ego, and  on a full reading of 
the contracts is acting as agent for, in concert with, and on behalf of  UBER 
BV. They both act in concert within the meaning of “operate” in section 80 of 
the LGMP Act 1976 and both act as operators requiring a licence.

UBER should therefore be asked to put forward a working system that clearly 
complies with & is capable of transparent investigation & enforcement. The 
licensing regime clearly includes the “trading standards requirements” at least 
in so far as these are (by design) so difficult consider given the current 
business model.

From the standpoint of the drivers the local Uber operator & UBER BV operate 
a cartel actionable by the CMA (Competition Markets Authority)

Additionally fares are calculated by UBER BV using a GPS device that does not 
comply with :  “The Measuring Instruments (Taximeters) Regulations SI 2304 
of 2006 NO and cannot therefore by approved under S71(1) of the LGMP Act 
1976; the device is anyway out of the jurisdiction but cannot thereby escape 
the local licensing regime.

SI 2304 of 2006 follows an EU provision.


